21,
 (5)	A stone paved pathway from vihara-^
 (6)	A stone moon-step to the southern entrance of chaityagriha-TL and
 (7)	Constructional details of the anda of the mahastupa.
The  above  structures  are  described  below
1.	A couple of votive stupas raised on a platform
Two votive stupas were raised on a platform at a distance of 19 m. from the mahastupa on the
north-eastern side. The platform is rectangular (10.75x5.90 m.) in north-south direction. It is
a low platform veneered on the four sides with a wall of single brick arranged in two courses. The interior
is filled with rubble and mud finally plastered with lime. Indications of lime plaster are available in small
patches. Two stupas were constructed 1.65 m. apart on the platform along its central axis leaving equal
space of 1.65 m. on the north and the south*
The two stupas are of similar structural details but for the size. The northern one has a diameter
of 3.40 m. and the southern one of 2.40 m. across. The base of the stupa consists of a single course of
stone arranged concentrically. Its outer face is roughly trimmed to vertical surface. The stupa is built-
in brick on the stone base leaving an off-set of 30 cms. It retained partially a single course of bricfc. The
bricks used are made to suit the stupa circle. The extant bricks measure 42 cm. X 23 cm. The core of the
stupa is made up of rubble and mud.
2.	A stone votive stupa
A votive stupa was raised between the mahastupa and stupa No.3. The three are aligned in north-south
direction. The construction is simple.
The stupa is 2.10 m. across and is constructed of stones with slightly plain surfaces. The interior
is filled with brick-bats, rubble and mud. It is ruined almost to the base. The pradakshinapaiha of
0.85 m. width, laid in brick pieces and mud and plastered with lime concrete, is now to be seen only in
patches. The pradakshinapatha is outwardly retained by neatly arranged stones of considerable size. The
diameter of the entire structure is 4.10 m,
3.    Rectangular hall with a cdl
This hall is located between the HalHI and the store house, built in line with vihara-UI, It is at
a distance of 8 m. from HalHI.
The hall is a rectangular one oriented in east-west direction. The interior is divided into a square
room-(3.70 m, X3.70 m.) and a big hall (9.30m. X3.70 m.) by a single brick wall of 27 cms. thickness with

